Free, world-class test practice from Khan Academy® and the creators of the SAT

Information and
Tips for Parents
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Encourage your child to sign up and link their College Board and Khan
Academy accounts. When they link their accounts they’ll get personalized practice
recommendations based on their test results from the SAT®, PSAT/NMSQT®, and other
College Board tests.

Help your child build a personalized practice plan
at satpractice.org. Once your child has signed up and linked their
accounts, watch the overview video in the “Tips & Planning” section to
learn about Official SAT Practice. Then, let the site build their personalized
study plan based on where they excel and where they need more work.
Next, under the “Practice” tab have them practice their personalized
recommendations under both Math, and Reading and Writing.

The best way
for your child
to get ready
for the SAT
is also free.
®
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Encourage them to take a full-length SAT practice test. The College Board
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Download the Daily Practice for the New SAT app. Available for

recommends that students take at least two full-length practice tests. You should make sure
that your child takes one practice test before beginning their practice plan, and then a second
test five weeks later to measure their progress. You can download and print practice tests for
them at sat.org/scoring.

download through the Google Play and iTunes app stores, the app provides a
question a day that your child can use to build their skills. It also scans and scores
paper SAT practice tests, giving them an easy way to track their progress.

Daily
Practice

SAT

How Your Child Can Do
Their Best on the New SAT

Learn About
the New SAT

Start Early

Practice
Consistently

Work Hard

Mix Up
Their Practice

Have your child study up on the revised structure,
updated test content, and scoring. Check out sat.org for
more information.

Students should start practicing at least six months
before the test, to create a baseline used to measure
their progress.

Encourage your child to practice at least 30 minutes
a day, two times a week, based on their personalized
plan from satpractice.org.

The new SAT is aligned to what students are already
learning in class, so along with working hard on Official SAT
Practice, the most important thing your child can do is take
and commit to challenging courses.

In addition to taking advantage of Official SAT Practice,
make sure your child studies by reading and summarizing
long-form texts, creating and solving word problems, and
reading editorial content to review argument construction.

For more information, visit satpractice.org
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